Political
and Natural
Disaster
Evacuations
A fully indemnified evacuation
service for political emergencies
and natural disasters

Crisis management
and evacuations –
ensuring the safety
and security of
your people
Drum Cussac provides rapid response in
circumstances where government and
infrastructure, overwhelmed by disaster or unrest,
may have ceased to function effectively. Our
in-country support and global network is highly
experienced and works in conjunction with our
UK-based 24/7 Global Operations Centre and our
clients’ nominated representatives to ensure a
swift and successful resolution.

Our service provides:
• Comprehensive global evacuation and
repatriation for groups and individuals
• Coverage for a wide range of political
emergencies including wars, civil unrest,
rebellions, riots and terrorism; plus evacuation
from areas touched by natural disasters such as
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and tsunamis
• Access to our highly experienced in-house
crisis management and emergency response
experts and security analysts
• A network of local in-country emergency
response teams and security professionals
throughout the world, providing a trusted,
reassuring service in emergency situations

Comprehensive global
evacuation service
Situations can change from safe to potentially
life threatening with startling speed. Anything
from war and terrorism to natural disaster
could mean your people may need to leave
an area or country quickly. Providing a
comprehensive evacuation and repatriation
service combined with world leading security
expertise, we return people to safety from
trouble spots around the world.

Experienced security experts
Our security evacuation teams have vast
experience in extracting travellers and personnel
from emergency situations where their safety is
compromised or the area made uninhabitable.
Our trained in-country experts work closely
with our 24/7 Global Operations Centre
providing a trusted, reassuring service in
emergency situations.

Comprehensive service
at a low cost
In the event of an evacuation, costs can soon
spiral. Our service ensures all necessary expenses
are covered with no additional financial outlay for
you, the client. The service covers the specified
costs of an emergency evacuation, such as
transport to the nearest ‘safe haven’ under
security escort and then on to the traveller’s
home country if required. Other expenses can
also be included for relocation, personal effects,
personal accident and return of mortal remains in
the event of a death. With the indemnified service
costed on a per trip/per head basis, it provides
peace of mind at an extremely low cost.

A robust rapid reaction plan
The world can change in an instant. Our
dedicated teams of specialists ensure that
clients have 24/7 advisory, emergency and
crisis support during incidents or periods of
heightened insecurity.
Whilst impossible to predict the future with
certainty or to prepare for every eventuality,
we have vast experience in managing the risks
that may threaten travellers. Delivering risk,
security and crisis management solutions to
leading international organisations, our
specialist operations teams are recognised
experts in providing a highly responsive and
proactive resource in challenging and
demanding situations.

The Travel Risk Management and Security Specialists
Our solutions and services help to protect people travelling or located anywhere in the world. From our intelligence services and
expert crisis management training; our travel apps and tracking platform; through to our 24/7 manned Global Operations Centre,
we are with our clients through every key stage of their travel and risk management journey.

Call us to discuss your specific requirements on +44 (0) 1202 802 060
or email info@drum-cussac.com

